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Abstract:

Outline:

It is

By W. Kri.i,ger

Measurements are descri%ed which were taken in the large
wind tunnel of the AVA on a rectaryylar win~ ‘Mustang2”
with nose flap of a chord of 10 percent. Besides force
measurements the resuits of pressure-distributionmeasure-
ments are givenand compared with those on the same pro-
file %ithout” nose flap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

known from earlier investigations on wiruqswith nose
flap (1 tos) that the maximum lift c;n le conside~;bly increased
by use of a nose flap as far as profiles are concerned where the
point of turbulent separation is located close~ behind the profile
nose. It has already ‘beenpointed out (2) that the C* increasing

effect of the nose flap is the larger the more pointed the yrofile

*“Windkanaluntersuchungenan ein@mabge”4ndertenMustang-
Profil mit Nasenklappe. KYaft- und Druckverteilungsmessungen.”
Zentrale f“~ wissenschaftlichesBerichtswesen der Luftfahrtforschung
des Generalluftzeugmeisters(ZWB) Berlin-Adlershof,Untei”suchungen
und Mitteilumgen Nr. 3153, G&ttingen, September 22, 1944,
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used, that is, the snail.erthe nose re.diLIsindex J!_
(@)2” ‘or

instance a measurement on a profile with standsrd NACA nose radius
showed no improvement in Ca . by the nose f’kap(4) whereas c%

of a trapezoid wing with a p%ile similar to a Mustang profile
could %e increased.by the amount of 0.1 by means of a nose of
~-percent chord ratio (5). For a laminar profile (2) with the ncse

P/l
radius iriiex — = 0.23- the lar~est increase in Cama measured

was shout 0.7}d/’)2

For W4e application of the nose flap for prevention of stall
in trapezoid win@ a

“%s’x
-increaae of 0.2 to 0.3 would, circum-

stances permitting, %e sufficient lmcause here the Doint ie only
to increase sli~htly tho local

)
c- and a~azax in the

endsn~ei-edpart of the wing.

on a
such
of a

The firm Blohm and Voss Flu~zeu@au suggested an investigation
Mustang yrofile to determine whether it is possible to obtain
improvementsnecessary for ‘bheprevention of stall by means
nose :Pi.z!y.The present report contains the restits of this

test. The measmsment coul-dbe extended SC)that also pressure-
distributionineasurenentsover nose flap chord and profile chord
were carried ov.t- !Tkesemeasurefientsgive information about the
changes caused by the flay~in the form of the p?essnre distribution
and alout the loads for the flap which are to %e ex~ected.

IX. MODEL SI%CIIKVJATIONSAND TEST ARRANCIW3NT

The measurements were carried ov.tin the large wind tunnel of
the AVA (KV1), nozzle 5 x 4.5 ueters (elliyti.c cross section

F. = 17.6 m2). Vc)r-&e test a win~ was at dispoflal which had leen

investigatedbefore with and withoutrear split flap (6). It had
then been desi~ated “Mustem~ 2“.
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The ~ollowing
. . . . .,

Span

Maximumspan

Chord,

Wing contour

f3pecificationq
,.,..,,...........

3

conc,ernits fcmm ~a magnitude:
.... .. ... .....”. ..

‘b’ = 3:0 n (me~~d without wing

b . 3.083 m (withwing tips)

‘z= 0.6 n

Rectan@lar

Wing area of reference

.

A&pect ratio

F = 1.846m2 (measured with wing
tips),

F

The prof~.,lqMustang 2 is distinguishedfrom the “Mustang”
original profi~e mainly %y a differently formed mean camber line
which reduces the diving moment. The basic trains of thou~ts with
respect to the desip~ of this profile were thoroughly discussed in
the report already mentioned on the first measurements (6).

The form of the profile can be seen in figure 1. The essential
profile data are given here once more and are com~ared with Mustang
original:

I

I
Thickness ratio (d/2)

Camber ratio (f/2)

( /)‘Percentthicfiese xi 2

Percent camber (~~2j

“()P/z
Nose radius index —-

(a~z)p

Trailing edge angle (T)

Mustang 2

0.136

.020

.390,.

. p-
>

.625

7.6°

Mustang original

0.136

.016

.390

.50

.!577

yo
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The wing tip~ were aesigned in the form which had proved
favoralle accortling to investigations of the AVA (7). (Ii?ozn the
profile nose to the muchnum thichess circuhr arc, fmm,there to
the trailing-edge elliptic arc with maximum profile thickness a.s
maJor ax~.sof the ellipse.)

The pressure-distributiontest section was cm usual at a.
distance of 0.2m= 0.133 b—

:
from the a.ynmetryplane of the wing

2
in order to avoid disturbing influences of the moment arm.

The split flap used had a.chord of 0.22 and vas deflected.—.— .—
by 60° with respec~to the yrofile tangent at x/2 = 0.8. No

measurement was inad.eof the presmre dist~ibut5.on on the split
flap since this distribution is practically independent of the
profile form and could, therefore, reliably be supplementeilby
means of existing measurements taken on other profiles.

Nose flaps of a chord ratio lNj7 = 0.05 ant 0.10 were— —.-
investiga.ted.The nose flap angle ~N and the curvature ~ at

the leading ed~e of the nose flap could be changed arbitrari~~ in
order to find the optimum condition.

The investiga.tiops,werelim”.ted.to measurement of lift, drag,
and longitudinal mcmmnt for various wing conditions and to measure-
ment of the pressure distribution.

III. DE!?ICJITIONSANDEVAIU.ATION

The designations can be seen in figure 1. ‘The sign and the
definitions of the forco and moment coefficient~ correspond to the
form IUNL 100. All coefficients are referred to the area (including
the wing tips) or to the chord of the smooth profile. The axis of
reference for the longitudinal moment is the cross axis lying at 1/42.
TO the test results,corrections were applied to obtain resul.t~for
the infinite extent of the fluid and infinite aspect ratio in the
customary manner. The evaluation of the pressuzze-di~tribution
measurement gave the connection between normal force and angle of
attack for the case of plane flow (t’planei’in good.approximation!).
The effective angle of attack at -thelocation of the pressvm test
section was calculated from the difference between the geometrical
and the induced angle of attack ‘ai at this ‘point(co?-upare(6)).

The presswe-distributi& measurement simultaneouslyyields the
noms.1-foroo coefficient of the nose flap, This coefficient iS
referred to the chortlof the nose flap TN.
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The Reynolds number for the force measurements ~a Re = 2.lkx 106,,.
for the pressure- d,is@ibution measurements Jle = 1’.3 x 10% The
results are rejresetited @ ‘tie figjzjes 2 to 10. Fol~owing several
cciqents er8 gi%n:

Figure 2

1. Obtatned Mffect of the Nose.F@??
,..

shows that, for”the most Pa;rorablcnose-flap angle,
smooth profile can be t~creased hy 0.3 and G@.

by 5° by means of a noso f,layof ?.(1-pcw-centchord ratio.

mndler’for the Ifl~ncwith qlit flap. Here the c -
amax

increase amounts Tor ths most faverabla case to 0.1>. By means of
a flap ot ~-pex’cxmtch&d.,.rr:kto‘the Ca,mx oflthe smooth profile

can be increased no longer; the :as::imumlift even &ecreasea Sli@tl~.
Accordin& to theso rostiltstho a~eumption may seem permissible that
.it is possible by means of Q flap of about 7-percent chord ratio
Just to reach the @amT of the cmooth proi’il.e,yet to retain the

.
advantago of the flatness of the c. -curve of the flap of->-percent

!-max
chord ratio. I’igum 3 rqresonts the &~c3nde4nceof tho &

.%8x
obtained by tileIIOS~~lap on the nose-flap angle. The optimmu angle
i.Ssmaller for tll~~:n:~~’hh ~~e~~-split fla~ than tithout split flap.

In fi~ure 7 the courses’of the ewgs .Cn(a) resulting from

force ‘xml.pres~~~..~stributi{~nmea~urem~nts e,recorapard. The

rather bad agreement i~ probably caused by the fact that tho cal-
culation for determining the induced an~o~eof attack at the loca-
t:on of the section ofprefiswe mea.sureunt.was performed in first
approximation”wi”th-Lhomean dca,klaa ok the mpooth profile whereas,
more accurately, the dca dam

/
of tinenoso-fl.apyrofi”lofor the

angle of attack considered at $he ti~ OU@t~O be insurted.

.,
‘2.I?kwmum Distribution for Dcflocted Nose Flap

Fi@res k md 5 ShOW the preSsme distribution for VWiOW
angles of’ attack for the nose-flap ting without and with SP~it
flap. A comparis~n of the prCSSUrO di~t~ibution ~thol.lt and with
nose flap is made in fi~vo 6. One can recognizo the rstuction of
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the negative pressure peak at the profile nose caused by the nose
flap for maximumlift of the profile. Figure 8makes these rela-
tions even more clear. For instance for the wing with split flap,
without nose flap, the maxim’Ixune@tive Press~e for c~ax = 2S45

reaches the value p/q = -15.4. For larger

maximumnegative pressure is reduced to

%x (2.65) the

P/~ = -7”9 W the nose
flap. Thus the pressure increase in the flow immediately tehind
the profile nose is considerably reduced by the nose flfip. The
reason for this slight degree of improvement or ‘the maximumlift
coefficient obtainable probably is that for this yrofile the point
of t~bulent separation travels with increafiin~angle of attack from’
the trailing edge to the front whereas for yrofiles with very
pointed nose, if the critical ane@e of attack is exceeded the
turbulent separation takes place shortly behind the steep press~e
increase behind the profile nose- A reduction of the ne~ative
pressure peak .at the nose by a nose flap mud, therefore, have 8
much more favcrablc effect ~rithrespect to %.mx for pointed

profiles. Since the nose-radius 3.ndeY-of tile Mustang original
profile is by about 8 percept smaJ.lorthan the one of the investi-
gated changed.profile, it is to he e~ec%ei! that thtieffectiveness
of the nose flap will be somewhat ~eater for the ori@nal profile.

3. Effect of the Curvature of the LeadinfllklGoof the Nose Flap

Systematic invosti~;ations ona laminar wing withncsc flap (~)
had brou@t the result that the lift-increa.sinseffect of the flap
can %e ihqxrovedwithin certain limits by increased curvature (b) of
the leading edGe of the flap. On the other hs.dl, no improwment
could be bbtained, in the present test, by incrcaso of tho rounding

/off from 5 2N =0.167 to 5/zN= 0.334. !i?herelating test results

are not indicated.in the curves.

4. Effect of Disturbances at the F1.ap-WingTrmsition

Tn tho mea.suroments a small groove was located at the transition
from tho nose flap to the winG the depth and width of which was
about 0.> percent of the wing chord, A comyarativc mtxamrement for
which the transition was smoothed out with clay did not yj.sld any
noticeable improvement of the maximumlift. !l?he influence of dis-
continuities of this order of magnitude is, thc?retore, negligible
for this profilo.

However, if,due to leaking [ttthe transition,a.ircan flow
Wrou@ the slot from the flap prossurc sido to tho suction side,
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‘he ‘%x
of the nose flap Yfill be reduced to about 70 to

50 percent for the present case. -Zn the measuzwqent represented
in the flgures$ clay was made to cover the groove between nose flap
and wing so that no air could flow through+ “

.,

5. Load of the Nose Flap

The pressure distribution along the mose-flap chord for the
most favorablo flap angle is plotted in figures. ~ anit 10 for the
nose-flap winfl with and without split flap, For the larger angles
of attack of the ltingthe entire press~e side of the nose flap is
loaded with about the full stagnation pressure. The normal-force

NN
coefficient of the flap

%
= ————— reaches a maximum value of
~btN

about 3*7.

v. sum’lARY

The effect rf a nose flap was investigated by force and
pressure-distributionmeasurements on a profile verysimi.lar to
the Mustang profile. The purpose of the’te~t was to determj.ne,
whether an increase of the Ca

mlx and ac%mx
on this profile

can be obtained by mea~ of nose flaps which would.be sufficient
to improve the ~tallillgbehaviolr of trapezoid wings.

RIcsmrs

1. The c )amx of the smooth profile was 1.13 (Re . 2.14x106 .

By a nose flap of 10-percent chord ratio it wc increased to 1.43.

(
Acau = 0.3 . G@ for c

% )
amy %ia~ therehy increased by 5°. The

L

flap appears suitable for use for prevention of Stall.

2. The c
‘%ax

of the split-flap whg (/ZKZ ‘0”2> ?K= 60°)

was increased by the sanm nose flap

3“ The minimumnose-flap chord
accord.in~ to the measurements about

by ckw Aoa = 0.15.

ratio ZN/Z necessary is
‘1 percent. For small~r chord
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ratj.o c~&x decreases as “compared’

NACA ~“NO. 1177

with the ca~x of the smooth

@n&; the higher part of the camax-curve, however, is’here also

very flat.

4. The maximumnegative pressure occurringat the profile
nose for maximumlift is very considerably reduced by the nose flap.. .

5. The normal-force coefficient of the flap referred to
sta.pjnation pressure and nose-flap area reaches the mucimumvalue

c%= 3’”(*

6*
ti@t.
flap to

7*
of the nose-flap effect is to be expected because its ~ose radius

The transition from the nose flap to the wing must be air-
A weak flow through the slot from the pressure side of the
the suction side would reduce the effect considerably.

For the ‘Wustang” original.profile a slight improvement

Q/l
index — is by about 8 percent smaller th& the one of the

(d/Z)2
investigated changed llustangprofile.

Translation by Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics
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Figure 2.- Influence of the nose flap onthe aerodynamic coefficients of the profile with and without
splitflap. valid for the most favorable nose flapangle 7N. The nose flap

so thatitcoincidesfor the retracted conditionwith the pressure side contour

profile.
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“qf

-02

0 Without SP1it flap

● with split flap

500 1000 7’
~ ?/v

I

Figure 3.- Increase of the maximum lift coefficient by the effect. of the nose
flap asafunction of the angle of extension ~N” ‘alid for: ‘N/z = 0“1>

6/JN= 0.167.
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Figure 6.- Variation of the pressure distribution along the profile chord at
c by the nose flap. The pressure distributions “without nose flap”amax
are taken from the report U. M. No. 3092.
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Figure 7.- Normal force co-
efficient as a function of the
angle of attack. Wing with
nose flap tN/z = O.1>

6/2N = 0.167. Comparison

between force and pressure
distribution measurement.

— Wing sithout nose flap

--- wing with nose fl*P
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@N = ‘N optl.um Figure 8.- Negative pressure
peak at the nose of the pro-
file as a function of the
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I (from pressure distribution
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